
Ziv is our first member and the inspiration behind Verndogs Australia.
Zivs handler, Wynta (Founder), struggled as an independent team, and did
not find most organisations accessible. Verndogs Australia was created to
help teams facing the same struggles, and to provide advice with empathy
to the stress and difficulty of the process of acquiring an assistance dog. 

Verndogs is extremely handler focused. We cater our programs to YOU.
However it is that you want to train your dog, we will help you. There is
no mould to fit, no specific process to follow, we are here to aid you on
your journey, not to create the journey for you.

Introduction
Verndogs Australia is an assistance dog training and
accreditation program which specifically aims at owner
trained assistance dogs and their handlers. We are
always open for applications, and always looking to
expand our program to individuals struggling to
understand the process of acquiring an assistance dog. 
 
Our application process is among the easiest compared
to other assistance dog programs, it is comprised of
five parts: Initial Application, Doctor Declaration, Vet
Declaration, T&Cs, and a basic temperamental
assessment. 

We accept dogs of all breeds, and as young as 8 weeks
old. We strongly believe in early exposure, and help
handlers train in public places under our Early Access
Scheme.

We have a team of mentors and a team of trainers
ready to assist with any queries, and to aid handlers
along the entire journey, start to finish, of acquiring
and training their assistance dog. 
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Which program should I choose?

 have you ever trained a dog to high standards of
obedience before?
 have you ever been a handler or co-handler of an
assistance dog?
 do you have the knowledge to train basic tasks and
teach foundations?

A common question we get asked is: ‘which program
should I choose?’. So we have a few questions for you
to help you choose.

1.

2.

3.

If you answered “no” to any of the above questions, you
may find yourself requiring a bit of extra support, so our
Start To Finish (STF) program is best. But for those of
you with the experience, our Advocacy Program is
perfect. 



Advocacy Program
Our advocacy program is aimed specifically at teams who have
already started their training journey, and who are confident in
their ability to complete the training themselves, with minimal
support.

Our advocacy program is not a training program, however we do
offer free training advice. This advice may include sending
resources and videos, but will not be a structured lesson. Our
advocacy program members also have the option of paying for
extra classes at $25 an hour, these classes are via Skype or Zoom.

The advocacy program is priced at $65 annually, and includes the
following:

- All assessments including Public Access Tests
- 24/7 support and advocacy
- ID card, embroidered patch, and Law Cards. 
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Verndogs is still working on acquiring affiliate trainers all
over Australia. Our affiliate trainers charge their own rates,
and can assist you with training and assessing your dog.

If you do have your assessments performed by an affiliate,
you are responsible for the cost to cover the assessment. 
However, you can always perform your assessments
virtually with one of our trainers, to which the cost is
included in your membership.

Trainers can be found under our ‘trainers’ tab on the
website.

Affiliate Trainers

Affiliate trainer, Ash with her assistance dog in
training. Our affiliates will guide you with training
and help you train towards our assessments.

Start to Finish (STF) Program.  
Our start to finish program is aimed at beginner handlers who
may not have much experience working with or training
assistance dogs. We provide lessons via Skype or Zoom for
$25/hour, and do lessons on the following:

-obedience
-task training and foundations
-public access skills
-handler skills and etiquette

 Our start to finish program also has an annual fee of $65. This
fee covers administration costs, and covers the cost of your
membership pack and ID cards.

Our STF program also includes:

-24/7 support and advocacy
-ID card, embroidered patch and law cards
-All assessments including Public Access Tests. 

If you encounter any issues deciding which
program to go with, we can assign you a case
manager who will assess certain criteria and

direct you to which program to join. 



NDIS Accessibility
Verndogs is fully accessible to teams looking for NDIS
funding. We provide detailed invoices with our ABN on it to
ensure NDIS can cover the cost of our membership. If, for
some reason, Verndogs isn’t covered, we offer concessions
on a case by case basis. 
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Verndogs currently have 4 assessments, some are
mandatory, some are not.

Our assessments are:
-internal assessment
-public access competency assessment
-public access test
-public transport assessment

Internal Assessment

Our internal assessment needs to be submitted on
application, it assesses resource guarding, basic obedience
and startle response. We use this to assess whether a dog
is balanced enough for assistance dog work. An internal
assessment is only mandatory if your dog cannot
competently complete any higher level assessments. If your
dog hadn’t started assistance dog training yet, they will
need to complete our internal assessment.

Public Access Competency Assessment (PACA)

Our PACA assesses the bare minimum standards of
assistance dogs, by definition of Australian Law. This
includes: good level of obedience, stable and non disruptive
around children and other members of the public,
appropriately behaves around other dogs, alleviates the
effects of a disability, and is no risk of inappropriately
eliminating indoors (house trained). Our PACA assessment
is mandatory for any teams who wish to undergo work in
public spaces. We don’t issue ID cards or proof of training
until a PACA assessment is complete. 

Public Access Test (PAT)

Our PAT assesses strict standards of assistance dog
behaviour, including swift navigation of stores, high levels
of obedience, competently ignores other working dogs, can
toilet on command, and more. This test provides for the
accreditation of our assistance dog teams. Our PAT isn’t
mandatory but is highly recommended for any teams who
feel they are ready.  

Public Transport Assessment (PTA)

Our PTA assesses basic standards for working on public
transport, and in stations and various carriages. This
assessment is not mandatory, and is for teams who
frequently work public transport, to aim towards passing
this test. 

 

Assessments

Transport and Flights 
Verndogs can assist assistance dog teams with transport and
flying, something which is majorly inaccessible for
independent owner trained teams.

Our teams can fly with Virgin Australia, which is extremely
accessible for owner trainers. Some other airlines are not so
accessible, so we currently only guarantee success with
Virgin. We will always attempt to help you fly with other
airlines, however cannot guarantee any success, due to strict
guidelines outlined by The Civil Aviation Safety Authority,
which are not accessible for our owner trained teams.

Verndogs Australia is an approved organisation through
TransportNSW, and can provide documentation for you to
receive your Assistance Animal Pass. 

Verndogs can also assist with obtaining a Public Transport
Victoria travel pass, and TransLink Pass.

The applications for each of these passes is different,
however Verndogs can ensure you have all the
documentation you need.



Gear / Uniform Requirements 
A major factor in choosing an organisation is finding one that
suits your style. Verndogs proudly accepts all gear, and have
no set “uniform” for our teams. 

The only gear requirement we do have, is that any teams who
are using the early access scheme must be labelled as “in
training”. We also recommend that teams who haven’t yet
passed a Public Access Test, label their dogs as in training.

The reason we enforce the labelling of learning dogs, is to
protect the integrity of working teams. Dogs who are in
training may not reach very high standards of behaviour yet,
and in doing so may damage the reputation of working dogs.
It’s important to ensure the public know that your dog is still
training, to take some weight off your shoulders and ensure
that people understand that your dog may still make some
mistakes.
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We encourage you to choose whichever organisation suits
you best. But here are our reasons as to why you should
choose Verndogs Australia.

We work with you, not for you. Your journey is YOUR
journey, and we just assist you along the way. You get to
choose your training style, your gear, your dog breed,
everything. We have no “mould” for you to fit. 

No matter what your limitations are, we WILL help you,
beginning to end. Can’t drive? We’ll help you find a trainer
who can travel to you. Can’t find the right puppy? We’ll
help you find one. Can’t figure out what sort of things your
dog can do for you? We’ll help you. That’s what we’re here
for.

We are run by people who were in the exact same boat as
you. We all had no idea where to start, no idea where to
find accurate information. So we know all the answers, not
because we read a text book, but because we experienced
it. We will assist you with empathy. 

We don’t force anything onto you. No, you don’t have to
desex your dog, and don’t have to use certain training
methods. You do things your way. We give advice where
needed, but we’ll never make you do things you don’t want
to do.

Our community of members is beautiful. We are all full of
love, and come from a variety of backgrounds including
Persons of Colour, LGBTQ+ and more. We’re all living with
disabilities and have empathy for you and your struggles,
and provide a fantastic support system. 

 

Why Verndogs?

Affiliate trainer, Ash with her assistance dog in training. 

Working with your trainer
If you already have a trainer you work with to train your dog,
Verndogs will happily assist you to ensure that your trainer is
offering the best support possible training your assistance
dog. If your trainer does not specialise in assistance dog
training, we can provide resources and advice to them to
ensure they set you up for success. 

We have no requirements to work with a Verndogs Affiliate
trainer, and you can work with whichever trainer you choose.
Your trainer may be able to perform your assessments for
you, so long as we deem them suitable to perform our
assessments.
 
Verndogs will not cover any costs of your own personal
trainer, and you are responsible for paying them your agreed
rate.


